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Flight dispatching is the set of tasks related to flight preparation, such as load and bal-
ance, meteorology study and briefing, operational flight planning, contingency analysis and
planning, etc. The flight dispatcher must be in close contact with the pilot in command in
order to verify that the airplane is airworthy, furnishing all kinds of information needed to
properly operate the system. The advent of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) operating
on civil missions will require developing new dispatching processes that take into account
the main role of these vehicles: the mission. Traditional aviation focuses on point to point
transportation of passengers and/or cargo. However, UAVs usually focus on surveillance
applications that require large sets of sensors and complementary avionics to properly de-
velop their assigned task. This paper presents the design of a new dispatching methodology
focused for UAV civil applications. The overall process is mission-centric, focusing on all
the requirements needed to properly implement the assigned tasks, but also integrating
the traditional dispatching requirements of manned aircraft. The proposed dispatching
process is built upon a specific UAV mission architecture, the Unmanned Service Architec-
ture (USAL). Based on this architecture a methodology is introduced to characterize the
mission objectives, the UAV airframe and its various characteristics, the software services
required for managing the flight and the mission, the sensor and computational payload,
etc. All these elements are combined together in an iterative dispatching flow. The result
of the process is the actual UAV configuration in terms of fuel, electrical system, payload
configuration, flight plan, etc; but also detailed flight plan, alternative routes and landing
sites, detailed USAL service architecture and even contingency planning.

Nomenclature

UAS Unmanned Aircraft System
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
USAL UAS Service Abstraction Layer
FPMS Flight Plan Manager Service
RNAV Area Navigation
XML Extensible Markup Language
SOA Service Oriented Architecture
LAN Local Area Network
V AS Virtual Autopilot Service
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I. Introduction

Nowadays, in civil aviation, a set of procedures and standardized practices are followed in order to operate
safely, efficiently and regularly all kind of aircraft. Criteria of safe operating practice is found in ICAO Annex
6, Part I1 for commercial air transport operators while Part II and Part III of the same Annex deal with
general aviation and helicopter operations respectively. In these standards and recommended practices one
can find, for instance, what kind of documentation an operator shall provide to flight crews, which are the
responsibilities and duties of the pilot-in-command before, during and after a flight etc.

Flight operations officer, also known as flight dispatcher, is one of the key actors during aircraft opera-
tions, sharing duties and responsibilities with the pilot-in-command. Flight dispatchers shall assist pilot-in-
commands with all tasks related wit flight preparation, like, for example aircraft load planning, meteorological
briefing, operational and Air Traffic Services flight planning etc. During flight, flight dispatchers are in close
contact with aircraft crew furnishing all kind of information, and, in the event of an emergency, they initiate
the procedures outlined in the operations manual in coordination with the pilot-in-command.

In this context, a flight dispatcher must be familiar with:

• The contents of the operations manual,

• The radio equipment used in the airplanes,

• The navigation equipment used in the airplanes,

• The seasonal meteorological conditions and the sources of meteorological information,

• The effects of meteorological conditions on radio reception in the airplanes,

• The peculiarities and limitations of each navigation system which is used by the operation,

• The airplane loading instructions,

On the other hand is flight operations officer jointly with pilot-in-command, are responsible to verify
prior flight that:

• The airplane is airworthy,

• The instruments and equipment for the particular type of operation to be undertaken, are installed
and are sufficient for the flight,

• A maintenance release as prescribed and has been issued in respect of the airplane,

• The mass of the airplane and center of gravity location are such that the flight can be conducted safely,
taking into account the flight conditions expected,

• Any load carried is properly distributed and safely secured,

• A check has been completed indicating that the operating limitations can be complied with for the
flight to be undertaken,

• The standards relating to operational flight planning have been complied with.

Most UAVs are, at present, designed for military purposes and very few civil applications have been
developed mainly because the lack of a regulation basis concerning UAV certification, airworthiness and
operations. Therefore, UAV operations have always been solutions highly dependent on the mission to be
accomplished and on the scenario of flight. The generalized development of UAV applications is still limited
by the absence of systems that support the development of the actual mission. UAV developers face the
development of specific systems to control their desired flight-profile, sensor activation/configuration along
the flight, data storage and eventually its transmission to the ground control. All this elements may delay
and increase the risk and cost of the project. If realistic missions should be developed, additional support to
effective system support must be created to offer flexible and adaptable platforms for any application that
is susceptible to use them.

A flexible and reusable hardware/software architecture designed to facilitate the development of UAV-
based missions has been previously introduced in.2 Over a set of embedded microprocessors (both in the
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Figure 1. Organization of the UAV mission dispatching process.

UAV and the ground control station) a distributed embedded system connected by a local area network
is built. Then, applications are developed following a service/subscription based software architecture.
Each computation module may support multiple applications. Each application could create and subscribe
to available services. Services could be discovered and consumed in a dynamic way like web services in
the Internet domain. Applications could interchange information transparently from network topology,
application implementation and actual data payload.

This flexibility is organized into an user-parameterizable U AV Service Abstraction Layer (USAL). The
USAL defines a collection of standard services are their interrelations as a basic starting point for further
development by users. Functionalities like enhanced flight-plans, a mission control engine, data storage,
communications management, etc. are offered. Additional services can be included according to requirements
but all existing services and inter-service communication infrastructure can be exploited and tailored to
specific needs. This approach reduces development times and risks, but at the same time gives the user
higher levels of flexibility and permits the development of more ambitious applications.

This paper presents the design of a new dispatching methodology focused for UAV civil applications;
assisting UAV operations following the same philosophy of flight dispatching practices used in civil aviation.
However, due to the singularities of the UAV systems, flight dispatching is merged with pilot-in-command
duties as well as mission analysis and operation, i.e. the mission dispatching.

The overall process is mission-centric, focusing on all the requirements needed to properly implement
the assigned tasks, but also integrating the traditional dispatching requirements. The proposed dispatching
process is built upon the USAL architecture. Based on this architecture a methodology is introduced to
characterize:

• The UAV mission: its objectives, payload requirements, operation, flight-plan, etc.

• The UAV airframe: its various characteristics, performance, USAL services required for managing the
flight and the mission, available payload bays, fuel and electrical architecture.

• Required sensors and other payload, etc.

All these elements are combined together in an iterative dispatching flow. Starting from the mission
objectives, an UAV has to be selected that initially fits the mission requirements. After that, the overall
set of services required to implement the mission, and all types of payload (communication, computation,
sensors, batteries, etc) have to be selected. Then, the payload has to be organized in the airframe, services
assigned to computation payload modules, and the initial flight-plan template instantiated into an operative
one.

The result of the process is the actual UAV configuration in terms of fuel, electrical system, payload
configuration, flight plan, etc; but also the operational flight plan, alternative routes and landing sites in
case of deroutings and/or emergencies, the detailed USAL service architecture, how services are assigned to
payload modules, and even the set of rules and system reactions that define the contingency planning.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section II generally describes the USAL architecture and the under-
lying service oriented technologies that will be applied to UAV avionics. Section III overviews the mission
dispatching process, describing the general methodology and the phases in which the various UAV elements
are set up. The operative parameters defined when a particular mission is targeted and the mechanisms
used to describe the UAV that can be potentially selected are described in Section IV. Section V describes
all elements needed for the dispatching of the payload, USAL services and their interrelations. Additionally,
the flight plan should be detailed in order to determine the amount of fuel required. In the end, weight can
be distributed in the airframe so that the center of gravity is correctly located. Section VI shows how various
elements of the UAV configuration should be described in detail in order to have a complete description of
the UAV to be generated for the selected mission. Once fully configured, potential contingencies and the
predefined reactions can be formalized and loaded on the Contingency Manager, a system that will supervise
the UAV operation to detect any deviation from the expected behavior and command the most appropriate
reaction. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper and outlines future research and development directions.

II. Overview of the USAL Architecture

This section describes the UAS architecture we propose3 for executing civil missions: a distributed
embedded system that will be on board the aircraft and that will operate as a payload/mission controller.
Over the different distributed elements of the system we will deploy software components, called services,
that will implement the required functionalities. These services cooperate to accomplish the UAS mission.
They rely on a middleware4 that manages and communicates the services. The communication primitives
provided by the middleware promote a publish/subscribe model for sending and receiving data, announcing
events and executing commands among services.

II.A. Distributed Embedded Architecture

The proposed system is built as a set of embedded microprocessors, connected by a Local Area Network
(LAN), in a purely distributed and scalable architecture. This approach is a simple scheme which offers a
number of benefits in our application domain that motivates its selection:

• Development simplicity is the main advantage of this architecture. Inspired by Internet applications
and protocols, the computational requirements can be organized as services that are offered to all
possible clients connected to the network.

• Extreme flexibility given by the high level of modularity of a LAN architecture. We are free to select the
actual type of processor to be used in each LAN module. Different processors can be used according to
functional requirements, and they can be scaled according to computational needs of the application.
LAN modules with processing capabilities are referred to as nodes.

• Node interconnection is an additional extra benefit in contrast with the complex interconnection
schemes needed by end-to-end parallel buses. While buses have to be carefully allocated to fit with
the space and weight limitations in a small UAS, new nodes can be hot plugged to the LAN with little
effort. The system can use wake-on-LAN capabilities to switch a node on when required during mission
development.

II.B. Service Oriented Approach

Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) are getting common in several domains. For example, Web Services5

in the Internet world, and Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)6 in the home automation area. The main goal of
a SOA is to achieve loose coupling among interacting components. We refer to the distributed components
as services. A service is a unit of work, implemented and offered by a service provider, to achieve desired
final results for a service consumer. Both provider and consumer are roles played by software agents on
behalf of their owners.

The benefits of this architecture is the increment of interoperability, flexibility and extensibility of the
designed system and of their individual services. In the implementation of a system, we want to be able to
reuse existing services. SOA facilitates services reuse, while trying to minimize their dependencies by using
loosely coupled services. Loose coupling among interacting services is achieved employing two architectural
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constraints. First, services shall define a small set of simple and ubiquitous interfaces, available to all
other participant services, with generic semantics encoded in them. Second, each interface shall send,
on request, descriptive messages explaining its operation and its capabilities. These messages define the
structure and semantics provided by the services. The SOA constraints are inspired significantly by object
oriented programming, which strongly suggests that you should bind data and its processing together.

In a network centric architecture like SOA, when some service needs some external functionality, it asks
the system for the required service. If the system knows of a service that offers this capability, its reference is
provided to the requester. Thus the former service can act as a client and consume that functionality using
the common interface of the provider service. The result of a service interface invocation is usually the change
of state for the consumer but it can also result on the change of state of the provider or of both services. The
interface of a SOA service must be simple and clear enough to be easy to implement in different platforms,
both hardware and software. The development of services and specially their communication requires a
running base software layer known as middleware.

II.C. Middleware

Middleware-based software systems consist of a network of cooperating components, in our case the services,
which implement the logic of the application. The middleware is an integrating software layer that provides
an execution environment and implements common functionalities and communication channels. On top of
the middleware, services are executing. Any service can be a publisher, subscriber, or both simultaneously.
This publish-subscribe model eliminates complex network programming for distributed applications. The
middleware offers the localization of the other services and manages their discovery. The middleware also
handles all the transfer chores: message addressing, data marshaling and demarshalling (needed for services
executing on different hardware platforms), data delivery, flow control, message retransmissions, etc.

The main functionalities of the middleware are:

• Service management: The middleware is responsible of starting and stopping all the services. It also
monitors their correct operation and notifies the rest of system about changes in service behavior.

• Resource Management: The middleware also centralizes the management of the shared resources of
each computational node such as memory, processors, input/output devices, etc.

• Name management: The services are addressed by name, and the middleware discovers the real location
in the network of the named service. This feature abstracts the service programmer from knowing where
the service resides.

• Communication management: The services do not access the network directly. All their communication
is carried by the middleware. The middleware abstracts the network access, allowing the services to be
deployed in different nodes. Communication links from air to ground are also transparently managed
by the middleware.

II.D. Communication Primitives

For the specific characteristics of a UAS mission, which may have a number of services interacting many-
to-many, we propose four communication primitives based in the Data Distribution Services paradigm. It
promotes a publish/subscribe model for sending and receiving data, events and commands among the ser-
vices. Services that are producing valuable data publish that information while other services may subscribe
to them. The middleware takes care of delivering the information to all subscribers. Many frameworks have
been already developed using this paradigm, each one contributing with new primitives for such open com-
munication scenario. In our proposal we implement only a minimalistic distributed communication system
in order to keep it simple and soft real-time compliant. Next, we describe the proposed communication
primitives, which have been named as Variables, Events, Remote Invocations and File Transmissions.

Variables are used for transmitting structured, and generally short, information from a service to one
or more services of the distributed system. A Variable may be sent at regular intervals or each time a
substantial change in its value occurs. The relative expiration of the Variable information allows to send it
in a best-effort way. The system should be able to tolerate the loss of one or more of these data transmissions.
The Variable communication primitive follows the publication subscription paradigm.
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Events also follow the publication-subscription paradigm. The main difference in front of Variables is
that Events guarantee the reception of the sent information to all the subscribed services. The utility of
Events is to inform of punctual and important facts to all interested services. Some examples can be error
alarms or warnings, indication of arrival at specific points of the mission, etc.

Remote Invocation is an intuitive way to model one-to-one interactions between services. Some examples
can be the activation and deactivation of actuators, or calling a service for some form of calculation. Thus,
in addition to Variables and Events, the services can expose a set of functions that other services can invoke
or call remotely.

In some cases, there also exists the need to transfer continuous media. This continuous media includes
generated photography images, configuration files or services program code to be uploaded to the middleware.
The File Transmission primitive is used basically to transfer long file-structured information between nodes.

II.E. UAV Service Abstraction Layer

The UAV Service Abstraction Layer (USAL) is the set of available services running on top of the middleware
to give support to most types of remote sensing UAV missions. USAL can be compared to an operating
system. Computers have hardware devices used for input/output operations. Every device has its own
particularities and the OS offers an abstraction layer to access such devices in a uniform way. Basically, it
publishes an Application Program Interface (API) which provides end-users with efficient and secure access
to all hardware elements. The USAL considers sensors and in general all payload as hardware devices of a
computer. The USAL is a software abstraction layer that gives facilities to end-users programs to access the
UAV payload. The USAL also provides many other useful features designed to simplify the complexity of
developing the UAV’s application.

The USAL defines a collection of reusable services that comprises a minimum common set of elements
that are needed in most UAV missions. A number of specific services have been identified as “a must” in any
real life application of UAVs. The idea is to provide an abstraction layer that allows the mission developer to
reuse these components and that provides guiding directives on how the services should interchange avionics
information with each other. The available services cover an important part of the generic functionalities
present in many missions. Therefore, to adapt our aircraft for a new mission it should be enough to reconfigure
the services deployed to the UAV boards.

Available services have been classified in four categories:

1. Flight services: all services in charge of basic UAS flight operations: autopilot, basic monitoring,
contingency management, etc.

2. Mission services: all services in charge of developing the actual UAS mission.

3. Payload services: specialized services interfacing with the input/output capabilities provided by the
actual payload carried by the UAS.

4. Awareness services: all services in charge of the safe operation of the UAS with respect terrain avoidance
and integration with shared airspace.

II.E.1. Flight Services

The flight services are a set of standardized architecture components designed to operate as an interface
between the autopilot and the rest of subsystems in the UAS; e.g. the mission and payload services. The
objective of the flight services is multiple:7

• Abstract autopilot details and peculiarities to the rest of the system.

• Extract internal sensor information from the autopilot and offer it to other services for its exploitation
during the UAS mission.

• Provide a common flight-plan definition, improving by large actual commercial autopilot capabilities
by adding a flight management layer on top of them.

• Provide status monitoring capabilities and automatic contingency management for efficient emergency
response.
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Figure 2 shows the fundamental components in the flight services category as well as the major relations
among them.

Figure 2. Overview of the available flight service category.

The Virtual Autopilot Service (VAS) is a service that on one side interacts with the selected autopilot
and therefore needs to be adapted to its peculiarities. The VAS abstracts away the autopilot implementation
details from its actual users. For other services in the UAS, the VAS is a service provider that offers a number
of information flows to be exploited by them.

Given that not all autopilots are equal, the VAS follows a contract between the VAS as a service provider
and its potential clients. This means that all the information provided by this service is standardized
independently of the actual autopilot being used. However, the way this information is provided to its
clients (event-based, continuous, and actual transmission rate) can be selected according to each individual
client thanks to the communication infrastructure offered by the service-based architecture.

The flight planning capabilities of all autopilots are dissimilar, but generally limited to simple waypoint
navigation. In some cases they include automatic take-off and landing modes. From the point of view of the
actual missions or applications being developed by the UAS using a simple waypoint-based flight plan may
be extremely restrictive. A Flight Plan Manager has been developed to implement much richer flight-plan
capabilities on top of the available capabilities offered by the autopilot. The Flight Plan Manager Service
offers structured flight plan definition using RNAV-inspired8 legs as its main construction unit. Legs are
organized in different stages with built-in emergency alternatives. Additional mission oriented legs with a
high semantic level like repetitions, parameterized scans, etc are also provided. All available highly semantic
legs can be modified by other services in the UAS by changing a number of configuration parameters without
having to redesign the actual flight plan; thus truly allowing cooperation between the autopilot operation
and the specific UAS mission.

Given that, in general, the real autopilot capabilities will be much simpler than those available in the flight
plan manager, additional waypoints will be generated according to requirements. These internal waypoints
will be dynamically fed into the autopilot through the VAS during mission time, therefore transforming
the flight manager in a virtual machine capable of executing flight plans. As a result, combining both the
abstraction mechanism provided by the VAS and the increased flight plan capabilities of the Flight Plan
Manager Service, we obtain a highly capable platform that can be easily integrated to perform efficiently a
number of valuable missions.

The Engine and Electrical Managers and the Contingency Manager are auxiliary services in charge of
monitoring the engine and electrical parameters of the UAS and to collect status information related to
multiple sources: engine, electrical, fuel, communications, etc; to detect if some type of contingency is
occurring and decide which type of reaction is required.

II.F. Mission and Payload Services

Figure 3 shows the fundamental components in the mission and payload services category as well as the
major relations among them. A highly automated mission operation is necessary in order to increase system
productivity and reduce the costly and error prone manual control from ground stations.

The mission manager is the orchestra director of the USAL services. This service supervises the flight
services and the payload services; as well as the coordination of the overall operation. The mission manager
executes a user defined automata with attached actions (i.e. service activations) at each state or transition.
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Figure 3. Overview of the available mission and payload service category.

Actions can be predefined built-in operations or specific pieces of user code. In particular the mission
manager is capable of modifying the actual flight plan by redefining its parameters or by defining new stages
or legs.

The Video and Photo Cameras services provide interface points to available image acquisition systems
in the UAS, both to acquire individual images o image streams. These services have to start and stop
the cameras, take photos and record video in order to correct mission developing. Mission management
commands automatically all of these actions taking in account the UAS position, heading, angles, etc.

The real-time data processing service gives the intelligence for complex missions. This service offers
predefined image processing operations (accelerated by FPGA hardware if available) that should allow the
mission manager to take dynamic decisions according to the actual acquired information.

The storage service saves video streams, photos and telemetry to subsequently process them on the
ground. In many cases there is not enough communication bandwidth to the ground, and therefore only
vital data could be sent, while the rest should be stored in an orderly fashion such that it can be properly
exploited. The storage service permits to save system configuration information, just in case if any service
needs to re-start or re-install on board. This service not only works as data base; it operates as file system
in an operating system; offering function as searching data, creates new memory spaces for a new services,
backup functions, etc.

The digital elevation model (DEM) service is involved in both flight and mission management of the
UAS. If it is necessary flight at low altitude the autopilot needs a good DEM to know how is the terrain
orography. The DEM service allows to detect altitude contingencies. These contingencies will be managed
by the awareness group of services. .

The geographic information service (GIS) can generate orography information too. However the GIS not
only has altitude information; it has all sort of geographic information: e.g. cities, villages, mountains, big
forest, etc. This information will be useful in order to decide flight plan changes. However these systems are
rather heavy computationally. In this case, the GIS will be placed on ground station, and only the important
geographic information will be sent to an equivalent service in the UAS.

III. Overview of the Dispatching Process

The mission dispatching process proposed in this work follows the classical V-shaped process depicted
in Figure 1. It works on four conceptual levels: mission, airframe, USAL services and finally the payload;
evolving from general mission requirements to a precise UAV configuration.

All elements required for the dispatching process need to be previously characterized in terms of a prede-
fined classification scheme. In that way, the mission requirements, the suggested flight-plan to be operated,
all characteristics of the UAV airframe, the payload elements, the USAL service modules, etc; are charac-
terized using XML patterns that describe their requirements, characteristics, configurations, dependencies,
etc.
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Figure 4. Overview of all phases in the mission dispatching process.

When a mission dispatching process is started a specific database is created. Information is added to
this database and cross-checked in order to validate that requirements and dependencies are satisfied. If
not, the user is informed in order to add further information (by adding more payload modules, changing
the configurations, etc) or to eliminate conflicting elements in a backtracking process. The database will
evolve until all phases are completed and all information cross-checked. The result will be the actual UAV
configuration suggested by the dispatching analysis.

Figure 4 overviews the actual number of steps that must be executed in order to achieve such evolution.
These steps are grouped into four phases according to the inter-dependences among them; namely: mission
and airframe selection, payload, service and flight-plan coordination, detailed configuration and contingency
analysis.

Mission and airframe selection simply requires that a concrete UAV mission to be selected in order to
start the dispatching process from it. Then, the UAV airframe must be also selected. It is true that certain
elements of the dispatching process may be determined without having the airframe at hand, but we believe
that the gains will be small. Eventually, if the airframe does not fit the mission requirements the decision
can be backtracked to another airframe.

Payload, service and flight-plan coordination is the main core of the dispatching process. It is formed
by four interrelated steps: payload selection, payload distribution, flight-plan and alternatives; and service
dependencies analysis. These steps can be re-executed as many times as necessary until the necessary payload,
fuel/energy and required USAL services are selected and convergence among their inter-dependencies is
reached.

In the detailed configuration phase various parts of the UAV system are analyzed to provide a detailed
configuration that will guide the actual setup of the UAV. All interconnection buses are specified in a
detailed level: including the power electrical network, the intra-UAV communication networks, the sensor-
CPU connections, etc. Once all these details are available criticality levels can be defined. These levels will
allow to decide which payload modules are essential for a safe flight or simply essential for the mission itself;
or in case of power malfunction decide which modules can be powered of in order to increase the safety levels.

Even though previously included in the Payload, service and flight-plan coordination phase, dependencies
need to be continuously validated because any minor change may violate a restriction or a dependency,
forcing a backtrack to re-evaluate the selected configuration.

Finally, the contingency analysis phase will put all available information together to define a particular
reaction scheme for pre-defined contingencies. These contingencies range from performance contingencies
(in case expected UAV flight performance is not being achieved), to fuel/energy monitoring, and to system
malfunction (either sensors, computers or the software itself).

The final result of all these dispatching steps is a database of configuration information. From these
database configuration files can be automatically generated in order to be used at UAV start-up by the
USAL service architecture, or configuration check-lists to be used for UAV setup on ground or even pre-
flight checklists to be validated on the ramp.
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IV. Mission and Airframe Selection

The overall mission dispatching process starts by defining which is the target mission and the UAV
airframe to be used to implement it. Target missions are defined as templates that need further configuration
and parametrization by the user. On the other side, selecting the UAV airframe allows to start defining the
characteristics and limitations of the system that will be in charge of implementing such mission. It is true
that some steps of the mission dispatching process can be executed without having the airframe details at
hand; i.e. many USAL services and payload modules can be determined without this knowledge. However,
our methodology prefers to initially select the airframe and avoid analyzing the service-payload dependencies
with too many unknowns.

IV.A. Mission Templates

Missions are described through a number of templates as depicted in Figure 5. These templates include the
following elements:

• Mission Operation

• Mission Services

• Flight Plan Template

• Minimal Payload Requirements

• Operative Parameters

The Mission Operation is a template that defines a state machine encoded as XML State Charts. This
template includes portions of executable code that uses those USAL services required to execute the mission.
This state machine will be executed in real time by the USAL Mission Manager and therefore this service
inherits all properties and dependencies related to those interactions with other USAL services.

Mission Services is the specification of a number of USAL services specific for the implementation of the
mission. In general, the services specified in this template are those not usually included in the USAL, but
specifically designed for the mission at hand.

The Flight Plan Template is a portion of a flight-plan as defined in the USAL system.7 This template will
not include information on the main airfields or alternative routes to be used during the mission, only those
fragments required for the operative part of the mission. Additionally, most fixes specified in the operative
part of the mission are simply set up as labels that will require the assignment of real coordinates that will
depend on the location where the UAV mission will be executed.

Minimal Payload Requirements will specify information related to the payload that needs to be on-board
the UAV. Generally, sensors are specified in this template or even just the type of sensor leaving some room
for adaptation depending of the selected airframe. However, any type of payload can be specified.

Finally, the Operative Parameters define general operative minimums and maximums on the evolution of
the mission. Elements like selected altitudes, speed, minimum flight times, etc. are specified. Such elements
should latter fit with those parameters imposed by the airframe and other elements in the system.

IV.B. UAV Airframe Characterization

The UAV airframe is described through a number of parameters as depicted in Figure 6. These parameters
include the following elements:

• UAV Management Services

• Payload Bay Architecture

• UAV Operative Parameters

• UAV Performance Parameters

• Fuel/Electrical Architecture
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Figure 5. Parameters and requirements introduced by the target mission.

Figure 6. Characteristics and parameters introduced by the selected UAV airframe.

The UAV Management Services specifies a number of USAL services that should be included in the final
set of services required to develop the mission. This set usually includes services from the flight category;
that is, services related to the management of the UAV autopilot and the management of the engine and/or
electrical system.9 These services include specific elements to adapt to the peculiarities of the UAV.

The Payload Bay Architecture is a XML template that describes all the characteristics of the payload
bays included in the UAV (see Figure 7). Each payload bay is described in terms of its physical dimensions,
its weight that is relevant if the bay can be added or removed from the airframe, the maximum weight it can
support, the electrical properties (available power buses and current limitations), available communication
buses wired into the bay, and the payload factor forms that can be accepted.

UAV Operational Parameters are also specified in order to define the operational limitations in which the
airframe can be employed. This parameters should comply with the required operative parameters imposed
by the required mission.

The UAV Performance Parameters specifies flight performance data of teh UAV. These parameters will
allow plenty of flight management computations, such as fuel consumption or climb performance. Jointly
with the operational parameters, flight performance will be also used to compute operational limitations and
flight envelope data.

Finally, the Fuel/Electrical Architecture provides templates that describe both the fuel system and the
electrical system (see Figure 7). Fuel cells are described in terms of their maximum and minimum fuel
capacities, fuel type, cell weight and it the cell can be removed from the UAV, cell dimensions and cell
connexions. The electrical system is described by a complex network9 that models all elements usually
present. The network starts by modeling generators and batteries, connection power buses to regulators and
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Figure 7. Payload bays and fuel system UAV architecture.

from regulators to potential payload elements. This modeling architecture will later allow a detailed analysis
of the electrical energy and the consumption rate thus having availability times adjusted to the payload
currently on-line.

V. Payload, Services and Flight-Plan Coordination

Once the mission and the UAV airframe have been selected we enter the Payload, service and flight-plan
coordination phase. Here, the final set of payload elements selected to be placed on-board the UAV should
be made. Additionally, payload-service dependencies must be analyzed and satisfied; i.e. services need to be
executed on computational payload modules, while payload nodes need to be associated to the appropriate
service that will manage them.

The payload setup also includes the fuel required to implement the selected mission. The amount of
fuel will depend on the selected flight-plan details. Once fuel and payload are selected weight need to be
distributed and eventually ballast added in order to get the correct center of gravity. This section will
describe the elements required to characterize both payload and services, and their inter-dependences. Also,
details on the structure and potential parametrization of the flight-plan introduced in the USAL architecture
are provided.

V.A. Payload and Service Characterization

USAL services are pieces of software embedded in the overall architecture. Each one of these services needs
to be characterized from three different points of view: internal computational requirements, payload re-
quirements, and inter-service dependencies. The description of inter-service dependencies lays beyond the
scope of this paper. Further information can be found in.2 Generally speaking services require a number of
typed communication channels between them, implemented through a middelware. Communication can be
implemented through the internal UAV LAN, thus service location is not a concern while it remains con-
nected. If another service included in the system offers the required typed communication, a communication
subscription can be implemented and therefore the dependency is satisfied.

All services in the system are registered in a database, therefore given a set of services allocated to
be included in the dispatching process their dependencies can be easily identified. Figure 8 shows how
services can be classified in two different subtypes: standard USAL services that include mission services,
payload services and flight services; specific USAL services that may include mission services and payload
services. Once registered dependencies can be analyzed to determine which services not already included in
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Figure 8. Service dependency analysis.

Figure 9. Computational payload characterization.

the dispatching need to be included.
Computational requirements associated to services describe the CPU effort required for its execution in

terms of integer instructions (MIPS), floating point instructions (MFLOPS), RAM memory, hard disk, and
the classes of CPU in which it can be executed.

Payload has been classified into a number pre-defined types. Each type has a number of specific pa-
rameters defined in a XML file specific for each available payload module. The predefined types currently
supported by the dispatching process are:

• Computation payload: including CPUs, IMUs, communication modules, etc.

• Video sensor payload: including any type of visual or infrared camera.

• Battery payload: including any type of power source.

• Fuel tanks.

• Payload bays.

• Ballast.

Figures 9 and 10 describe some selected details on the available parameters that can be included in the XML
file for computational and video sensors payload elements.

Computational payload (see Figure 9) describes modules with execution capacity that can or cannot
support USAL services. The available parameters are:
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Figure 10. Sensor payload characterization.

Figure 11. Battery payload characterization.

• CPU class and CPU model.

• Computational capacity with elements like MIPS, MFLOPS, RAM and hard disk.

• Communication bus list with the type of bus, the number of supported links, the maximum capacity
per link and the total capacity.

• Power supply properties including supply voltages, currents and consumptions.

• Physical properties related to its dimensions, weight and factor form.

• Finally, an additional semantic tag allows to identify different subclasses like USAL modules, IMUs,
FPGAs, etc.

Video sensor payload (see Figure 10) describes modules with video sensing capacity that generally cannot
support USAL services. The available parameters are:

• Camera model and sensor operative band.

• Resolution, field of view, frame size and frame rate.

• Power supply properties including supply voltages, currents and consumptions.

• Physical properties related to its dimensions, weight and factor form.

• Communication bus list with the type of bus, the number of supported links, the maximum capacity
per link and the total capacity.

Battery payload (see Figure 11) describes modules with energy storing capacity that may also have some
built-in monitoring capacity. The available parameters are:

• Battery model and type.
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• Charge capacity and operative voltage.

• Peak discharge currents, average currents and discharge profiles.

• Physical properties related to its dimensions, weight and factor form.

• Communication bus list with the type of bus, the number of supported links, the maximum capacity
per link and the total capacity.

V.B. Payload Selection and Payload-Service Dependencies

Part of the required payload for the mission will we specified in the initially selected mission templates.
Additional elements will be included when the UAV airframe is also selected. However, additional payload
elements may be needed to complete the final list of elements to be dispatched in the UAV. The type of
payload that may need to be included is, although not limited to it, the following:

• Computational payload: to be able to execute the required USAL services,

• Sensor payload: if the initial templates where only providing a general hint,

• Battery payload: if alternators are not present in the system,

• Further auxiliary computational payload: like communication modules, hard disks, monitoring hard-
ware, etc.

• Extra fuel tanks or payload bays if available in the selected UAV and necessary for the mission.

The overall payload selection process is outlined in Figure 12. Services and payload show circular depen-
dencies that at this point need to be manually revolved by the dispatcher. Certain payload modules need
to have associated specific services, i.e. like the service that can manage an specific camera, sensor or the
selected autopilot. However, services need to be executed in computational payload modules that can sup-
port both the type of executable in which the USAL service is implemented and have enough computational
power to support the execution effort. As a review, the types of associations that need to be tested before
considering these service-payload dependencies are:

• Services must execute on computational payload while satisfying all compatibility requirements related
to type of CPU and CPU computational capacity.

• Payload (basically sensors and cameras) need to be either connected to the UAV on-board LAN or to
some computation payload module that satisfies the required conditions in terms of module character-
istics and bus interconnections.

• All USAL modules need to be connected to the on-board LAN or through some communication payload
(like routers and switches).

• Some services need an associated payload module, either through the on-board LAN or directly through
some port in a computational payload module.

• Payload needs to satisfy the operative requirements of the mission.

V.C. Detailed Flight-Plan

Most current UAV autopilots rely on lists of waypoints as the mechanism for flight plan specification. This
approach has several limitations:

1. It is difficult to specify complex trajectories and it does not support constructs such as forks or itera-
tions.

2. It is not flexible because small changes may imply having to deal with a considerable amount of
waypoints.
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Figure 12. Payload selection and service assignment.

3. It is unable to adapt to mission circumstances.

4. It lacks constructs for grouping and reusing flight plan fragments.

We improve current UAV operation with higher level constructs, richer semantics, and enable flight
progress to be aware of mission evolution. For that reason a new flight plan specification mechanism is
proposed.7 Some of the presented ideas are based on current practices in commercial aviation industry for
the specification of RNAV10 procedures. The flight plan specification is represented as an XML document
and is composed of the following elements:

V.C.1. Fixes and Waypoints

A fix describes an specific location on the face of the earth. In commercial aviation fixes may refer to
navigational aids, waypoints, intersections, airports, etc. In our case they refer to locations which, for some
reason, are of special interest.

Waypoints are a key element of the flight plan description closely related to fixes. Conceptually a
waypoint is a geographical position defined in terms of latitude/longitude coordinates. There are two kinds
of waypoints, named waypoints and unnamed ones. The former correspond to fixes listed at the beginning of
the flight plan, the latter are geographical positions with no association to any named location. Therefore,
there are two ways of specifying waypoints, either by providing its coordinates or indicating the name of the
fix it corresponds to.

V.C.2. Emergency and Main Flight Plans

A flight plan specifies the path followed by the aircraft. Each flight plan is composed of a sequence of stages,
such as take-off, departure procedure and others, which must come in correct order. Each flight plan stage
is made up of a structured collection of legs. The leg concept is borrowed from RNAV and is used to specify
the trajectory followed by the aircraft to reach a given waypoint from the preceding one. In the simplest
case this trajectory will be a straight line.

All flights require a single main flight plan, but additional emergency plans may be present. Emergency
flight plans are partial plans, i.e. they lack some initial stages, whose purpose is to provide alternative
courses when an emergency situation occurs. Apart from the number of stages included, the main flight plan
and the emergency plans have identical structure.

V.C.3. Stages

Stages organize legs and constitute high-level building blocks for flight plan specification. Each stage corre-
sponds to a flight phase and groups together a collection of legs that seek a common purpose. Every stage,
except for the first and last stages, has a single predecessor and a single successor. A stage may have more
than one final leg. For instance, a take off procedure may end at different points depending on the selected
take off direction. Also, a stage may have more than one initial leg as could be the case for a departure
procedure which could start at different positions depending on the take-off direction chosen. Because an
emergency can occur at any point within a given stage, the transition to an emergency flight plan is an
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exception to the previous rule. Besides, the first stage of an emergency plan may have more than one initial
leg. The selected leg to enter the emergency plan will be the one which is closest to the current aircraft
position.

V.C.4. Legs

A leg specifies the flight path to get to a given waypoint. In general, legs contain a destination waypoint and
a reference to their next. Most times legs will be flown in a single direction, but within iterative legs reverse
traversal is also supported. In this case a reference to the previous leg will be present too. Only intersection
legs, which mark decision points, are allowed to specify more than one next and previous legs.

There are four different kinds of legs:

• Basic legs: Specify leg primitives such as ‘Direct to a Fix’, ‘Track to a Fix’, etc.

• Iterative legs: Allow for specifying repetitive sequences.

• Intersection legs: Provide a junction point for legs which end at the same waypoint, or a forking point
where a decision on what leg to fly next can be made.

• Parametric legs: Specify legs whose trajectory can be computed given the parameters of a generating
algorithm, e.g. a scan pattern.

Iterative Legs A complex trajectory may involve iteration, thus the inclusion of iterative legs. An
iterative leg has a single entry (i.e. its body can be entered from a single leg), a single exit and includes a list
with the legs that form its body. Every time the final leg is executed an iteration counter will be incremented.
When a given count is reached or an specified condition no longer holds the leg will be abandoned proceeding
to the next one.

Intersection Legs Intersection legs indicate points where two or more different paths meet and where
decisions on what to do next can be made. All joins and forks will end and start at an intersection leg.

Parametric Legs In many occasions the dynamic characteristics of the mission environment will make
previous leg types insufficient. Parametric legs provide an increased level of adaption to changes that occur
during mission time. With parametric legs the flight path is dynamically generated according to input
parameters. Eventually a library of different parametric legs will be available complete enough so that a
wide range of missions can be performed. With the use of parametric legs two goals are achieved. First,
complex trajectories can be generated with no need to specify a possibly quite long list of legs. Second, the
UAV path can dynamically adapt according to the input values.

Conditions There are several points in the flight plan where conditions can be found: namely in holding
patterns, iterative and intersection legs. For intersection legs, they are necessary in order to determine what
path to follow next. For the rest of legs they will let the Flight Plan Manager know when to leave the current
leg and proceed to the next one.

Conditions will not be directly specified in the flight plan. Instead, each leg that depends on a condition
will contain a reference which will be used to identify the condition. Conditions will be stored and processed
separately. When the outcome of a condition is set the Flight Plan Manager Service (see next section) will
be notified so that this change is taken into account for waypoint generation.

V.C.5. Detailed Flight Plan

During the mission dispatching process a template flight plan will be used; i.e. a flight plan that includes a
number of fixes without assigned coordinates, that lacks the departure/arrival/take-off/landing stages, and
without any alternative or emergency flight plan. This template should be transformed into an operational
flight plan by assigning fixes, parameters and missing stages (see Figure 13).

Fixes will be assigned according to the actual area in which the flight plan should be deployed. The
dispatcher will define coordinates for each fix, re-shaping the flight plan, but without modifying its original
structure. Once fixes are defined the missing stages can be selected, usually from an available set of states pre-
stored in a library, or directly generated in case the airfields to be employed were not previously characterized.
Alternative airfields and routes can also be added to the structure, obtaining the final operative flight plan.

Given this operative flight plan and the UAV flight performance models, fuel consumption and flight time
estimations can be calculated. Consumption per stage and/or per leg is fundamental in order to determine
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Figure 13. Detailed flight plan and analysis.

Figure 14. Detailed weight and balance configuration.

the minimum flight time required to carry out the take-off/landing operations, thus having estimations of
the flight time available to develop the assigned mission. Also this information will help to determine which
are the alternative airfields to be used in case of emergency situations.

Weather analysis and its impact over the performance of the UAV should also be taken into account at
this time. This predictions should be also considered when monitoring potential contingencies during the
flight. It is critical to validate that the expected UAV performance does not degrade due to unexpected
weather conditions.

Once total requirer fuel is determined (given the current UAV capacity) and assuming that the payload
manifest has been already fixed, the position of the center of gravity can be analyzed and checked to be in
limits. already

VI. Detailed UAV Configurations

Once the actual payload set to be employed, the set of required USAL services has been determined
and the operational flight-plan designed, it is time to define in detail all elements that participate in the
configuration of the UAV. The classical detailed weight and balance configuration (described in Figure 14)
is critical to guarantee proper stability and maneouvrability safety margins. However, other elements like
the detailed configuration of the payload inside the payload bays (that must be compatible with the UAV
balance), the electrical architecture and the USAL service assignment is equally important to guarantee the
correct development of the mission.
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VI.A. Weight and Balance Configuration

The weight and balance configuration requires assigning both payload and fuel to the proper locations inside
the UAV. The available payload bays and fuel tanks are defined in the UAV templates incorporated at the
beginning of the dispatching process. Payload modules can be assigned to bays according to a number of
restrictions, namely:

• Physical compatibility: the payload should properly fit in the bay given its dimensions, factor form
and actual elements already allocated in the bay.

• At least initially the power supply allocated to that bay should be compatible with the overall re-
quirements of the payload. This requirements will need to be reviewed later during the creation of the
detailed electrical network.

• Access to the on-board USAL LAN should be available to all USAL modules. This requirements should
be reviewed in detail later to check that no connection point limitations exists and that no throughput
contention exists at any particular point of the network.

Fuel can be added to the various tanks without major limitations. Basically, the total amount of available
fuel as determined in the previous steps depends on the minimum and maximum capacity of the tanks. Fuel
evolution needs also to be taken into account to guarantee the proper balance during all phases of the flight.
The final UAV balance can be achieved by adding ballast to the payload bays or to bays specifically designed
for this. Total take-off weight needs to be maintained and maximum landing weight guaranteed even in case
of premature landing of the UAV.

VI.B. Electrical and Payload Configuration

The electrical power network on-board the UAV is modeled as a distribution network architecture included
in the overall USAL architecture.9 Generators, batteries, regulators and consumers should be properly
connected, validating at any time that the current limitations are satisfied. Once the overall network has
been created it will be possible to analyze the power consumption behavior if a generator is on-line or if
just battery power is available. Discharge curves are modeled providing estimations of the power supply
availability.

Contingency management rules can be designed here. Depending the required operation times on battery
power it is possible to determine if certain payload modules, necessary for the mission but not mandatory
for the flight, need to be powered down in order to safe battery charge. Operation times estimations can be
derived for each payload module given the level of requirements placed on each battery.

Payload configuration also needs to be designed. USAL payload modules need to be connected to the
on-board LAN. Connections need to be implemented through switches or routers, actually creating multiple
network segments that must be interconnected (even though placed on separated payload bays). Traffic
estimations can be derived for the various phases of the mission. The USAL Mission Management will activate
or deactivate payload modules and/or services, thus affecting the number of operative service communication
links.

Additionally, non-USAL payload modules need to be mutually connected through compatible communi-
cation ports. Once the complete network has been created, services need to be assigned to computational
payload modules and to other payload modules like sensors, etc. As previously described, these assigments
need to keep certain dependencies are requirements.

The final result of the overall process is a set of XML architecture specification files that describe the
configuration of the UAV to the necessary level of detail for its generation and proper pre-flight analysis.

VII. Contingency Analysis and Monitoring

Contingency management is divided in two phases. The first one implemented before flight, identifying
all reasons that may lead to a deviation of the expected UAV behavior. For each potential deviation a pre-
defined reaction should be defined, going from partial cancellation of the mission to a complete cancellation
of the flight. Once the UAV is in flight, its operation should be continuously monitored to check whether its
behavior is maintained within a nominal status. The USAL service in charge of such monitoring is called
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Figure 15. Detailed contingency analysis.

Contingency Manager. In case some deviation is detected by the Contingency Manager the pre-defined
reaction will be applied, commanding the rest of USAL flight/mission services to operate as required.

Figure 15 outlines the elements that need to be analyzed in order to properly monitor potential contin-
gencies. Reaction to contingencies may lead to mission modification in three different areas:

• Mission Deactivation: the mission management service may go either into a limited operation mode for
limited mission objectives or even into a total mission deactivation mode in case to complete mission
cancellation.

• Payload and Service Deactivation: in case of partial or total mission cancellation some selected services
may be deactivated in order to save energy and reduce the on-board communication traffic. Addition-
ally, associated payload elements can be also disconnected if possible (either by software or because
the electrical architecture allow to power down the modules).

• Alternative Routes and Landing Sites: the operative flight plan may include various predefined alter-
natives that can be activated from the USAL Flight Manager in case the Contingency Manager notifies
certain predefined conditions. Alternatives may range from taking the shortest route to an alternative
airfield (in case of serious contingency), to skipping various mission related flight legs and proceed
directly to the predefined return route to the original landing site.

Contingencies are monitored and reacted to in four different areas:

• Flight Plan Contingencies: in case weather changes force certain areas to be excluded from the operative
flight-plan.

• Performance Contingencies: in case the expected performance of the UAV does not satisfy certain
minimums, or power sources do not provide the required levels of electrical energy, or fuel consumption
does not behave as expected.

• Payload Contingencies: in case a given payload element fails some predefined actions need to be taken.
If the payload element is critical for the flight, the flight plan needs to be terminated as soon as possible;
if critical for the mission, the mission canceled or its objectives reduced; or if only partially affects the
operation, the degraded conditions annotated in case further failures occur.

• Mission Contingencies: in case the expected mission results are not achieved due to any unexpected
situation, mission objectives may be reduced or totally canceled.

A complete and integrated contingency analysis and monitoring architecture lays beyond the objectives
of this paper and will be fully described in a future research work.
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VIII. Conclusion

This paper has presented the design of a dispatching methodology focused for UAV civil applications;
assisting UAV operations with the same philosophy of flight dispatching practices used in civil aviation and
described in found in ICAO Annex 6. Due to the singularities of UAV systems, the proposed methodology
merges flight dispatching, pilot-in-command duties and mission analysis and operation, coining the term
mission dispatching. Mission dispatching coordinates the classical dispatching requirements with a new
and flexible flight-plan concept, and an integrated payload and mission system requirements. Overall, the
dispatching process operated on top of the USAL architecture, a UAV-specific mission centric architecture.

The mission dispatching process is designed to generate detailed configurations for most elements that
operate on the UAV system: fuel, electrical system, flight-plan, payload organization, on-board communica-
tion architecture, USAL architecture, contingency analysis and continuous in-flight monitoring. The process
is designed to be manually operated, although fully assisted by automatic dependency analysis tools. Future
work will address increased autonomy levels including the analysis of multiple UAV airframes in order to
select the most appropriate or cost-effective UAV configuration for the mission
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